POLYTUF SILVER BLACK TARP WARRANTY
LIMITED EXPRESS WARRANTY
This Polytuf tarp is treated with SUNSHIELD-UVI® a specifically formulated ultra violet light inhibitor
for maximum UV resistance.
Note: The SUNSHIELD-UVI® treatment applied to this tarp significantly improves its
resistance to UV degradation. However, continuous prolonged exposure may result in some
UV deterioration.
MAYO HARDWARE Pty Limited warrants your Polytuf Tarp to be free from defects in material and
workmanship. This warranty is extended to the first retail purchaser of the Tarp for consumer
use, and lasts for three (3) years commencing from the date of purchase. The warranty covers the
replacement of any tarp that is defective (unless those defects result from: continuous
prolonged exposure to sunlight for a period greater than 2 years or the abuse or misuse of the
tarp, such as puncture or damage caused from excessive wind or heat). If you discover a defect
in the tarp during the warranty period and wish to obtain a replacement, please forward to Mayo
Hardware Pty Limited at the address below a written description of the claimed defect and a
copy of the original invoice. Any expenses incurred by the consumer in making the warranty
claim are at the cost of the consumer.
Our products come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer
Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and for compensation for any
other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired
or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a
major failure. The benefits to the consumer given by this warranty are in addition to other rights
and remedies of the consumer under law in relation to the goods or services to which the
warranty relates.

